
Celebrity Baby News: Kirsten
Dunst  Is  Expecting  First
Child With Jesse Plemons

By Jessica Gomez

Celebrity couple Kirsten Dunst and her fiancé Jesse Plemons
are  now  expecting  their  first  child,  according  to
UsMagazine.com. In 2014, Dunst told UK’s Red magazin,: “I
think 33 is a good age to have your first baby.” And the
actress was not far off, now expecting at the age of 35! The
couple is currently planning their intimate celebrity wedding,
scheduled for next spring in Austin.
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There’s another celebrity baby in
the works! What are some ways to
decide when is the right time to
have children?

Cupid’s Advice:

The  right  time  to  have  children  depends  on  the  person.
Everyone’s different, and there are many things to consider.
Cupid has some advice:

1. Are you financially stable: Having a baby is expensive! Of
course, you want to give your baby all their needs and more,
but at the same time, you don’t want to struggle in the money
department.  Remember,  having  a  child  is  an  eighteen  year
commitment, at least! Go over your financials and see where
you and the other parent-to-be stand.

Related Link: Is Miley Cyrus Expecting a Baby? 

2. Is the person you want to have your baby with on the same
page as you: Be sure the person you’re with wants to have a
child, and that you do as well. Sit down and have this talk;
it is essential. Having a baby is a team effort unless you
decide to go the solo route, which is fine too!

Related Link: Chrissy Teigen & John Legend Are Expecting

3. Are you ready for the responsibility: Besides the financial
aspect, having a baby puts a lot on your plate.  Ask yourself
the  following:  are  you  ready  for  sleepless  nights  in  the
beginning? Are you ready for taking care and raising another
human being? Are you ready to commit? And are you ready to put
a small someone before everyone else, including yourself?

Having a baby can be both exciting and scary! How did you know
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it was time to put your baby fever to a stop and actually go
for it? Comment below! 

Movie Review: ‘The Beguiled’
Brings Back Historic Romance

By Melissa Lee

In Sofia Coppola’s latest drama film The Beguiled, an all
girls’  school  in  Virginia  during  the  Civil  War  is  tossed
upside down when the young women decide to shelter a wounded
Union soldier. The result? A plethora of rivalries and sexual
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tension as the girls fight over the soldier.

Check out our movie review on The
Beguiled, and go see it for date
night:

Should you see it?:

Coppola  is  known  for  her  edgy  filmmaking  style,  so  this
electrifying film surely won’t be one to miss. Plus, stars
like Colin Farrell, Nicole Kidman, Elle Fanning, and Kirsten
Dunst star in it. Talk about some big acting chops!

Who to take:

This movie may be fun to see with your significant other, but
it would also be great for a girls’ night.

Sometimes  it’s  nothing  if  not  full  of  drama  when  you’re
competing with other girls for the affections of one guy. Is
the drama worth the guy?

Cupid’s Advice:

In this Civil War-era flick, the young women live a relatively
normal life until they make the choice to take in a wounded
soldier.  His  presence  ultimately  causes  drama  between  the
girls, which is a fairly common situation. How do you know
when to cut the drama — and the guy responsible for it?

1. Reflect: As cheesy as it may sound, make a pros and cons
list and think about how his presence has affected your life.
Has he only caused problems? Is he a toxic person? Make the
executive decision and figure out if he’s being a positive
influence.

Related Link: Relationship Movie ‘Playing It Cool’ Features a
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Loveless Chris Evans

2. Talk to friends: When you talk to friends that have your
best interests at hand, they may be honest with you about
whether or not they see this person’s true colors. If they’ve
noticed some shady activity, take their opinions into account
too.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: How Far Will You Go for a
Relationship? 

3. Communicate: Having a calm, productive conversation about
your  concerns  with  this  person  may  be  beneficial,  too.
However, it’s important not to forget your own viewpoint —
don’t let them sway you away from the fact that you are still
questioning their motives.

What are your tips for cutting out a dramatic person? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity  Wedding:  Newley
Engaged  Kirsten  Dunst  Opens
Up  About  Wedding  Planning
with Jesse Plemons
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By Delaney Gilbride

In latest celebrity news, it looks like Fargo co-stars Kirsten
Dunst  and  Jesse  Plemons  are  in  no  rush  planning  their
celebrity wedding. During their first outing as an engaged
couple  at  the  2017  Independent  Spirit  Awards  this  past
Saturday afternoon, Plemons told EOnline.com that the two are
“taking it somewhat slow,” proclaiming that they’ll “find the
time.” During a second celebrity interview with EOnline.com at
the 2017 Oscars, Dunst teased a wedding date saying, “Maybe
next  Spring.”  The  duo’s  relationship  was  kept  mostly  to
themselves until they were seen kissing in May 2016. Now, not
even a year later, Dunst has no problem showing off her new
engagement ring … and we couldn’t be happier!

This celebrity wedding-to-be should
be great, when the time comes. What
are  some  reasons  to  take  the
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wedding planning slow?

Cupid’s Advice:

Celebrity weddings are always exciting. We can hardly wait!
Although we may be antsy for a wedding date, it doesn’t look
like  this  celebrity  couple  is  in  any  rush.  It  begs  the
questions, what are some pros in taking wedding planning slow?
Cupid’s here with some relationship advice:

1. If you’re really in love, there’s no rush: There’s no
reason to rush a wedding if you’re truly in love! There’s no
shame in taking your time when planning your wedding. This way
you both have a stage to really talk about what you both want
your wedding to be like; planning takes time!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  Kylie  Minogue  &  Fiancé
Joshua Sasse End Engagement

2. Being engaged is fun: Being engaged is such an exciting
moment in your lives, so why rush it? A happy marriage will
last forever but your engagement is only a small blimp in you
life… you should make it last! Enjoy the honey-moon, head-
over-heels phase for as long as you can before you decide the
time is right to tie the knot.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani Gushes Over
‘Love’ Blake Shelton

3. Don’t rush your perfect wedding: When it comes to every
aspect of your wedding, don’t you want it to be perfect to the
last  detail?  If  you  plan  your  wedding  too  quick  you  may
overlook some things that you’ll regret in the future. Make
sure your wedding is perfect by taking it slow!

Are you in the midst of planning your wedding? Let us know how
you and your beau are planning it by commenting below!
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Celebrity  Wedding:  ‘Fargo’
Co-Stars  Kirsten  Dunst  &
Jesse Plemons Are Engaged

By Mallory McDonald

A celebrity wedding is in the air for Fargo co-stars Kirsten
Dunst  &  Jesse  Plemons.  According  to  a  source
for UsMagazine.com, the two are celebrating their celebrity
engagement. The two met on the set of Fargo and they actually
played a married couple in the real show! The two really
respected  each  other  and  Plemons  had  this  to  say  about
Dunst, “It was a gift. I loved Kirsten’s work for a long time,
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and I was really excited once I’d met her, and she’s a great
person.  We’re  both  actors  that  just  …  have  fun  with  the
material.” While both were in previous relationships, this is
the first marriage for both!

There’s  another  celebrity  wedding
in the works! What are some ways to
know you’re ready to get engaged?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Getting engaged is a very exciting thing, especially when you
are with the right person! Here are some ways to know you are
ready:

1. Comfort zone: If your significant other or partner is the
safest person to be around and they are your comfort zone,
getting engaged is probably a good idea.

Related Link: Kirsten Dunst’s New Relationship with Garrett
Hedlund Heats Up

2. Understanding: Something that is sometimes overlooked in a
relationship  behind  honesty  and  communication  is
understanding. Being understanding of your partners and their
flaws is the key to a successful marriage.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Blac Chyna & Rob Kardashian
Set A Wedding Date

3. 100 % sure: The only way you should get engaged is if you
and your partner are both ready to make that step. If you
could say “I Do” the very next day, the ring is ready for you!

How did you know you were ready to get engaged? Comment below!
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Celebrity Videos: 5 Steamiest
Movie Kisses

By Katie Gray

One of the best parts about romantic comedies is that moment
when the main characters finally have their big first kiss.
The entire plot in these movies usually builds up to that one
big moment. The stars align, we hear the appropriate music
playing in the background, and it’s as if we can see birds
flying  around  the  couples’  heads.  Some  of  our  favorite
celebrity couples star in these movies! We love watching these
celebrity relationships on the silver screen in the form of
celebrity videos.
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Cupid  has  compiled  the  five  best
steamy movie kisses:

1. Titanic: “I’ll never let go!” Arguably one of the most
romantic films of all time is Titanic. The 1997 James Cameron
film starred Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet. To this day,
it remains a classic! There are a few kisses in a few scenes
of this movie that earn it a spot on our top kiss list.

2. Spiderman: This will go down as one of the most epic kisses
of  all  time!  The  famous  Spiderman  kiss  is  iconic.  Tobey
Maguire and Kirsten Dunst starred in the 2002 flick, and it is
definitely one of the best steamy movie kisses. This comic
book classic is one for the books.

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite

3. Juno: Juno is a cute movie and is cleverly written. In
fact, Diablo Cody won the Academy Award for ‘Best Screenplay’
for it! Juno and Paulie Bleeker finally tell each other how
they feel about one another, and kiss, toward the end of the
film. The scene is also made comedic, as their friend looks on
at cheer practice. They are young, fresh and genuine. The
sincerity of this couple earns them a spot on our list.

4. Walk The Line: The love story of Johnny Cash and June
Carter is truly inspiring! Watching the biopic, Walk The Line,
is beautiful, too. Joaquin Phoenix and Reese Witherspoon star
in the film, and at the end they share a steamy kiss on stage.
It’s definitely one of the steamiest movie kisses of all time.
“Because you’re mine, I walk the line” is right! The role even
earned Witherspoon an Oscar for “Best Actress” and Phoenix and
Witherspoon both won Golden Globes for their portrayals as
well. This true love story gives us all hope. Johnny Cash was
once asked about his idea of paradise and he replied, “This
morning, with her, having coffee.” Perfection!
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Related  Link:  Bigger  Is  Better:  Top  6  Celebrity  Couple
Engagement Rings

5. The Notebook: Is there anyone on this plant who hasn’t seen
The Notebook? Author, Nicholas Sparks, outdid himself with
this one when he wrote the book the movie is based upon. The
film became an instant romantic classic, just as the novel was
a #1 New York Times Bestseller. The movie starred Ryan Gosling
and Rachel McAdams, and there are a couple of steamy kisses in
the film that top our list! “If you’re a bird, I’m a bird.”

What are your favorite movie kisses? Tell us in your comments
below!

French-Canadian  Science
Romance, ‘Upside Down’
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By Meghan Fitzgerald

Juan Diego Solanas directed and wrote the French Canadian
romantic  science  fiction  film,  Upside  Down.  Staring  Jim
Sturgess and Kirsten Dunst, this futuristic love story is one
for the books! Adam (Jim Sturgess) is searching through an
alternative  universe  for  the  love  of  his  childhood,  Eden
(Kirsten Dunst). The movie begins with Adam telling the story
of his universe, the story of two planets next to each other;
pulled in opposite directions by gravity. The ‘Up’ is the rich
and prosperous while the ‘Down’ is the poor. The people down
are strictly forbidden to go up. The only way they are able to
communicate is through a company called ‘TransWorld.’ Adam
finds a mountain which gets close to ‘Up.’ He meets Eden, and
years later form a relationship as teenagers. Adam is able to
pull Eden down by rope however, they get caught, Adam gets
shot and drops Eden. He believes her to be dead but ten years
later sees her on TV. He than begins his quest to find Eden,
the love of his life.

Should you see it: This is a different twist on your typical
romantic love story. Juan Diego Solanas forms a love story



around  different  universes,  you  can’t  say  that  isn’t
incredible! With the stunning Kirsten Dunst, and grungy yet
adorable  Jim  Sturgess,  how  could  you  pass  on  seeing  this
movie? For all Science Fiction lovers, you should see this
movie immediately when it comes out!

Who to take: Coming out on March 15th, warm weather will be in
the air! Love will be in the air! This is a perfect movie for
you and your significant other. With suspense, romance, and a
phenomenal cast, you two will enjoy it! Go grab lunch with
your mom and than check this movie out! Or go by yourself on a
rainy afternoon, either way see this movie!

Although it is challenging for Adam to make it in the ‘Up’
world, he finds help through friends at, TransWorld. It is
evident in the trailer that he will fight gravity as long as
he can to be with Eden. It shows the strong difference between
the ‘Up’ and the ‘Down.’ The trailer shows how futuristic and
different this movie is. Adam (Jim Sturgess) ends the trailer
stating that “Gravity, they say you can’t fight it, well I
disagree.”

When do you risk yourself for love?

Cupid’s Advice:

Putting yourself in a position of risking yourself for love is
challenging. You will inevitably come into a situation where
you want to reach out of your comfort zone for your partner.
The problem here is when you should do this. Cupid has some
advice:

1. Passion: Our passions in life need to be followed! Some
people  have  not  followed  their  own  passion  because  it
frightens  them.  Get  out  of  your  comfort  zone  ladies  and
gentlemen. If you love your passion, if you think about it
every single moment of your life, take a step. Even if you may
get hurt or there is a possible danger in the future, pursue



it! It is simple, if you love something, take that risk. Go
for gold.

2. Love: Loving another person is absolutely terrifying. As
much as people say it is easy as one, two three; it isn’t
always. With the beginning of a relationship, or even in any
situation, you will have to take a jump. Yes it is scary, and
you may not want to do it..but you must! If you could see your
relationship strengthening with love, or blooming into love-
risk it! Don’t be worried of getting hurt, or losing the
person you’ve been with, a risk is always healthy for people.

3.  Danger:  A  little  danger  here  in  there  is  not
only exhilarating, but necessary! Every once in a blue moon,
put yourself in something you wouldn’t normally. Go out on
that blind date your mom set up. Move in with the guy you’ve
been seeing. Have a one night stand with the mysterious, dark
man staring at you in the bar. Love is everywhere and you need
to risk yourself a little to find it.

Have you risked yourself for love? Share your experiences
below.

5 Celebrities Who Found Love
After Rehab
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By Daniela Agurcia

We’ve all witnessed several celebrities succumb to the dark
side of fame and fortune and end up checking into rehab. For
some of them, rehab has been the end of their career as we
know it, while for others, it’s been their breakthrough. Even
better,  some  celebrities  managed  to  find  true  love  after
recovering. Maybe romance was just what the doctor ordered.
Here are five celebrities who found love after rehab:

Related Link: Top 5 Celebrities Who Have Made Love Last

1. Britney Spears: Against all odds, Britney Spears has made a
comeback. The pop star has been in and out of rehab, even
spending some time in the psychiatric ward after a series of
breakdowns. It’s been a bumpy road for the singer, but she has
since been successful in her career and is now happily engaged
to  her  former  agent,  Jason  Trawick.  Unlike  her
unsuccessful marriage to Kevin Federline, Spears and Trawick
seem to have discovered true love as the star climbs her way
back to the top.
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2.  Drew  Barrymore:  Drew  Barrymore  is  a  celebrity  with  an
infamous history. She spent her life growing up in and out of
rehab due to her drug addiction, but has since bounced back
from  her  faults.  Today,  you’d  never  expect  the  beautiful
actress to have had such a rebellious past. Barrymore not only
got  herself  together  for  her  career,  but  has  even
found love with Will Kopelman. The recently married couple
couldn’t be happier and are expecting their first child.

3. Nicole Richie: Nicole Richie had a bad-girl reputation
which eventually landed her in rehab after getting DUIs in
2003 and 2006. Richie’s life turned around for her, especially
when she landed in the arms of current love, Joel Madden.
Since  then  she’s  been  happy  and  healthy  with  Madden,
abandoning her old rebellious ways, and creating a family.
The couple has two children together, and Richie has been
beaming in love and joy since.

Related Link: Top 3 Reasons Celebrities Seek Therapy

4. Kirsten Dunst: Kirsten Dunst checked herself into rehab
after falling into depression in 2008. Ever since checking
out, she’s been living a healthy and happy life with her
current boyfriend and On The Road costar, Garrett Hedlund. The
actress seems to have had a successful recovery, and has been
spotted with a huge smile across her face and in the arms of
her beau. There’s nothing a little love can’t resolve.

5. Kate Moss: Stunning model Kate Moss checked into rehab in
2005 after she was caught in possession of drugs. She split
from then-boyfriend Pete Doherty when he checked out of rehab
after failing to better himself. Moss on the other hand left
rehab  healthier  and  happier,  finding  love  with  The  Kills
guitarist Jamie Hince. Since then, she has gotten married and
has remained in love and more beautiful than ever.

What celebrities do you think found true love after rehab? Let
us know below.
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Kirsten  Dunst’s  New
Relationship  with  Garrett
Hedlund Heats Up

Kirsten  Dunst  and  Garrett  Hedlund  took  their  relationship
public at the Sundance Film Festival recently.  According to
People, the couple was seen kissing and hugging.  Dunst and
Hedlund enjoyed dinner and dancing all night in celebration of
Dunst’s new film The Bachelorette with friends Will Ferrell,
Justin Long and Rashida Jones.  Being shy with PDA was not an
issue for this couple who, according to a source, did not
leave each other’s sides all night.  “Kristen and Garrett have
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been spending time together since the holidays,” said a fellow
partygoer.  “They were friends on set of On the Road, and now
they’ve grown closer.  They spent Christmas together and he
feels very strongly about her.”

How do you know when to take your relationship public?

 Cupid’s Advice:

 Deciding to let the world in on your relationship is all up
to you.  Here are some tips on how to know when you’re ready:

1. You and your partner are comfortable: When you’re with your
lover, you should feel at home.  Very few things should be
uneasy, and you should be able to talk about anything and
everything, including making your relationship public.

2. You don’t feel embarrassed: When you’re out to dinner with
your sweetheart, you should feel proud to sit across from them
at the table.  Holding hands is an exciting way to show the
world that you’re a couple while you’re walking around the
mall or taking a stroll by a river.

3. He is all you want to talk about: Constantly biting your
tongue about your partner while chatting with your girlfriends
is a tell tale sign that you’re ready to share the big news.

When did you know it was ready to make your relationship
public?  Share your stories below.

The  5  Best  Steamy  Movie
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Kisses

By Tanni Deb

From the spaghetti dinner kiss between Lady and the Tramp to
John and Savannah’s passionate liplock in Dear John, Hollywood
love scenes never fail to make our hearts race.  Although
there  are  plenty  of  romantic  movie  kisses  that  are  list-
worthy, here are our five favorite onscreen smooches ever:

1. Titanic: James Cameron made us laugh, cry and fall in love
with  leading  characters  Jack  (Leonardo  DiCaprio)  and  Rose
(Kate Winslet) in his most romantic movie to date.  Coming
from different classes, Jack, a penniless American who won the
tickets in a poker game, and Rose, the uptight daughter of an
English aristocrat, fell in love and sealed their first kiss
on the bow of the movie’s namesake.
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2. The Notebook: This love story is another tale of love that
knows no boundaries, with country boy Noah (Ryan Gosling) and
southern socialite Allie (Rachel McAdams) finding themselves
in a heated summer romance.  After seven long years of no
communication, the two find themselves passionately kissing in
the rain.  This long awaited kiss, filled with both unrequited
love and ashes of a teenage angst, is fit for anyone’s teen
dream.

3. Pride and Prejudice: Although Elizabeth (Keira Knightley)
and Mr. Darcy (Matthew Macfadyen) had nothing but distaste for
each other when they first met, sparks flew when they fell in
love.  After taking a stroll at dawn on a field, Mr. Darcy
expresses his undying love for Elizabeth.  Since the two went
from resenting one another to finally holding hands, their
kiss at the end of the movie was gladly accepted by the
audience, who has come to know this classic Jane Austen movie
quite well.

4. Spider-Man: Who would have thought that watching a man
wearing  a  spandex  hanging  upside  down  in  the  rain  while
kissing his heart’s desire could be romantic?  Since he’s a
superhero,  anything’s  possible!   The  smooch  between  Tobey
Maguire’s  alter  ego  and  Kirsten  Dunst’s  Mary  Jane  was  so
amazing that they were awarded the best screen kiss by MTV in
2003.

5. Breakfast at Tiffany’s: Locking lips in the rain must make
for a great kiss, since this is the third smooch on our list
that occurred during a shower!  When Paul (George Peppard)
leaves Holly (Audrey Hepburn) in the car after wondering how
and why people fall in love and belong to one another, she
runs after him.  As rain pours down, their lip lock expresses
the love they have for each other – and sort of answers Paul’s
question!  The Sun reported that the 1961 film was voted
cinema’s best snog in 2004 by a poll of 4,000 movie fans for
Valentine’s Day.



Which of these movie kisses is your favorite?  Share with us
in a comment below!


